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Background
First Party Isolation
Tor Browser's First Party Isolation feature (FPI) isolates various pieces of browser functionality(Cookies, LocalStorage, etc) based on the first-party domain. The first-party domain correspondswith the domain the user sees in the URL bar. The user's expectation is that they are interactingsolely with this website in the URL bar, but without FPI they actually may be interacting with allsorts of third parties.
For example, without FPI enabled, a user who has visited the Twitter website and logged in willhave a session cookie saved and associated with twitter.com. When visiting another site withembedded Twitter content (such as a 'Tweet this story' button), the same Twitter session cookiewill be sent to Twitter who could use this information to track which stories you are reading.
With FPI enabled, Cookies are 'double-keyed' based off of the first and third party domains. Inthe CNN embedding Twitter widgets example, the twitter.com session cookie would not be sentbut rather a cnn.com|twitter.com cookie (if it exists) would be sent. This double-keying(partially) helps prevent third parties from tracking you around the web.
A full list of features (SuperCookies) affected by FPI can be found athttps://www.torproject.org/projects/torbrowser/design/#identifier-linkability

Redirects Circumvent FPI
Redirects allow trackers to circumvent Tor Browser's existing FPI protections by bouncing theuser along a chain of domains controlled by the initial domain.
For example, assume the user has logged into accounts at foo.com and bar.com, which are bothcontrolled by Baz. Suppose you visit bar.com and log in as Alice. Next, you visit foo.com andlog in as Bob. After supplying your Bob credentials, foo.com then redirects you tobar.com?redirect=foo.com&user=Bob which then redirects you back to foo.com. Thishappens relatively quickly, and unless there is a network hiccup, the user will likely never evensee bar.com in the URL bar.
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Since you are visiting a sequence of first party domains, your session Cookie for bar.com willalso be sent, which means Baz now knows that the Alice account at bar.com and the Bobaccount on foo.com are actually the same user.
With this sort of scheme, an adversary can bounce you across all of their domains and identifywhich accounts map to an individual user.
This same technique can be used without any account one has logged in to. Consider multipledomains that all bounce you through tracking.com. In the initial bounce through tracking.com,you will receive a Set-Cookie, and on subsequent bounces, you will return that cookie.
We can categorize the scenario as such:1) You are redirected through a domain which you already have first party identifiers for2) You are redirected through a domain which you do not have first party identifiers for, butyou acquire them during the redirect

Scenarios

Valid Use Cases for Redirects
Redirects within the same first party domain do not pose any tracking risk (that we are aware of),and there are scenarios where redirects are useful:

 Moving users from HTTP to HTTPS Keeping old links working after a website's structure changes Redirecting browsers without JavaScript to pages that don't require JavaScript Web-app functionality Automatically refreshing dynamic content
Certain cross-domain redirects can also be arguably valid and good:

 Website gets re-branded and changes domain but old links still need to work, or theowner wants to forward the user to the new website (for instance, https://wachovia.comredirects to https://wellsfargo.com after Wells Fargo bought Wachovia) Misspelled domains redirecting to the real domain (for instance, http://gogle.comredirects to https://google.com) Redirecting to locale specific domains (for instance, http://google.com redirecting tohttp://google.nl when connecting from a Dutch IP) OAuth uses redirects as a way to log you in with a third party provider. For instance,example.com may provide an option to login via GitHub, and that login flow will takeyou from example.com -> github.com -> example.com
 A component that makes behaving to redirects difficult is when you are redirected froma.com to b.com and you don't know (barring some external injected knowledge) if theresponse from b.com will itself be a redirect (e.g. it's just one hop in a chain) or if it is alegitimate destination.
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Redirect Methods

HTTP 3XX Response Headers

3XX HTTP response headers are sent in response to HTTP GET requests. These responsesprovide the web-browser with an updated URI to load instead, with a new GET request. Noactual content is downloaded or JavaScript is executed when processing these responses (thoughCookies can be sent and saved).
302 responses are how various websites typically perform the redirect chaining described above.You can see this in action in the 'Network' tab of the debugger in Firefox. For instance, whennavigating to http://blogger.com via an HTTP GET request (with HTTPS Everywhere disabled)the HTTP chain goes:

 301 : http://www.blogger.com 302 : https://www.blogger.com 302 : https://accounts.google.com/ServiceLogin?service=blogger&hl=en-US&passive=true&go=true&continue=https://www.blogger.com?rinli%3D1 302 : https://www.blogger.com?rinli=1 ... 302 : https://www.blogger.com/about/?r=1-null_user
A full list of the HTTP 300 responses and their intended uses can be found here:https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_HTTP_status_codes#3xx_Redirection.

Meta refresh

HTML pages with the meta element and the http-equiv attribute can be used to redirect to anyURI:
 <!-- https://foo.com -->
 <html>
 <head>
 ...
 <!-- automatically loads bar.com 0 seconds after page loads-->
 <meta http-equiv='refresh' content="0;url=https://bar.com?redirect=foo.com&user=Bob"/>
 ...
 </head>
 ...
 </html>
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JavaScript

Web pages can trigger redirects in JavaScript by setting the window.location.href property:
 <!-- https://foo.com -->
 <html>
 ...
 <!-- automatically loads bar.com once the page loads -->
 <body onload="window.location.href ='https://bar.com?redirect=foo.com&user=Bob';">
 ...
 </body>
 </html>

Possible Solutions
Some possible partial solutions in no particular order that can be mixed and matched.

HTTPS Everywhere
In some cases the redirect chains aren't even necessary for websites to function. For instance,you can navigate directly to https://www.blogger.com/about/?r=1-null_user rather than beingeventually redirected there through Google when you navigate to http://blogger.com. It wouldbe possible to maintain a list of rules used by HTTPS Everywhere to skip over these redirectchains.
HTTPS Everywhere could also maintain rules for Cross Domain redirects used solely for namechanges (as with http://wachovia.com to http://wellsfargo.com)

Pros

 Doesn't break pages (barring bad or outdated rules)

Cons

 Having to maintain a list of redirects is not a general solution. We would need to coordinate with HTTPS Everywhere - would they want to incorporatethis functionality, or would we need to make it a new extension?
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Disable All Cross Domain Redirects
Does what it says on the tin: disable all redirects that go to a different first party domain.

Pros

 Mostly straight-forward to implement Doesn't break the common http://foo.com to https://foo.com redirect Completely fixes the tracking problem

Cons

 Definitely lots of website breakage, http://blogger.com would get stuck at thehttps://google.com referral Would need to surface some sort of dialog to the user when a redirect has been blocked,perhaps allowing them to continue on in the redirect chain (though at this point users willjust keep hitting 'next' until they get to their desired website); since we don't saveanything to disk, users would need to do this every time they visit the redirecting domainwith each new Tor Browser session Breaks OAuth Breaks the website re-brand scenario, so connecting to https://wachovia.com would hangif we blocked the redirect to https://wellsfargo.com Breaks location-based redirects, so connecting to https://google.com from theNetherlands would hang if we blocked the redirect to https://google.nl Breaks misspelled domain redirects, so connecting to http://gogle.com would hang if weblocked the redirect to https://gooogle.com

Disable Some Cross Domain Redirects
So rather than simply disabling all cross domain redirects, we could disable only the ones whichdo not go to the root of a domain or include a query string. In such a scenario redirecting tohttps://example.com would go through, but redirecting to URIs likehttps://example.com/some/page.html or https://example.com?username=Alice&redirect=foo.comwould not.

Pros

 Same pros as Disable All Cross Domain Redirects Would allow more of the 'valid' cross domain redirects without needing HTTPSEverywhere rules
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Cons

 Breaks OAuth Still lots of website breakage, but could be alleviated with HTTPS Everywhere rules towork around the http://blogger.com example which uses redirects for tracking

Referrer Model
Maintain a dependency tree of tab ownership and allow pages to read SuperCookies saved bythemselves and their parents, and write SuperCookies additionally keyed off of the tab. This waytracking could only occur if user had visited the referring page already in the current or anancestor tab. We would also need to key the Tor circuit based off of the tab hierarchy, not justthe first party domain. Otherwise, trackers could identify the user based off of the exit node IPsince multiple 'tab sessions' with different Cookies would be connecting from the same place.

Pros

 Probably not that difficult to implement: give each tab a UUID and additionally keySuperCookies with the UUID and maintain a tree of tabs and their children to identifyancestor UUIDs Shouldn't break websites which require redirect chains to make forward progress

Cons

 Number of SuperCookie keys to check increases linearly with number of ancestor tabs,could theoretically be a perf problem for users with long-lived sessions Number of Tor circuits for the same first party domain would increase Would definitely confuse users since tabs created via ctrl+t would not effectively be acompletely new session with no stored SuperCookies, while tabs opened via Open Linkin New Tab would work as expected Users which reuse tabs rather than creating new ones would still be trackable as theycollect a large collection of SuperCookies; for these types of users the referrer modelfixes nothing

Expand First Party Double-Keying Scheme to Redirected Content
After a redirect, the first-party domain would remain the first referring domain so SuperCookieswould be scoped in a similar fashion to third party embedded content. Would need to collapse
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the key back to the original domain once the redirect wraps back around to the originator so youdon't end up with cookies keyed like blogger.com|blogger.com.

Pros

 Prevents redirect tracking; In the http://blogger.com example, the https://google.comredirect would be looking for Cookies keyed to blogger.com|google.com Prevents the auto-login scheme Google uses where they bounce you through their variousdomains via 302s and set session Cookies (seehttps://bugzilla.mozilla.org/show_bug.cgi?id=1319839#c5 ); the session Cookie forYouTube would be something like google.com|youtube.com so you would not be loggedin to YouTube if you navigate there directly

Cons

 In the misspelled or moved domain cases (http://gogle.com to https://google.com orhttps://wachvoia.com to https://wellsfargo.com) you could effectively end up with twosimultaneous identities; if you log in after being redirected from http://gogle.com yourcookies would be keyed to gogle.com|google.com which would be separate from a loginat https://google.com which would be keyed to google.com. The user could be logged into separate google.com accounts depending on how they get there which seems reallyconfusing. HTTPS Everywhere rules could alleviate this. In the Google redirect and logging into YouTube case, you would still be logged intoYouTube if a video is embedded in a Google page, such as in Gmail, Google+, etc sinceyour first party domain would be Google.com but the embedded YouTube.com contentwould be keyed google.com|youtube.com

Webkit's Intelligent Tracking Prevention
https://webkit.org/blog/7675/intelligent-tracking-prevention/https://webkit.org/blog/8311/intelligent-tracking-prevention-2-0/
Stores an interaction timestamp for first party domains. For one day after accessing the websiteas the first party domain, Cookies can be used in a third party context (such as embeds andredirects). After this first day, cookies can no longer be used in a third party context. After 30days Cookies are purged. A permission pop-up is used to determine whether third parties areallowed to access Cookies when the user interacts with embedded third party content (like video,Facebook widgets, etc).
A blacklist of tracking domains is used to determine whether redirected-to domains can accesscookies. The blacklist is constructed using a machine-learning model based on data collectedfrom users.
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Pros

 Little website breakage

Cons

 Depends on long-term storage of user browsing information Depends on a machine-learning model to classify redirect domains as 'trackers' togenerate the blacklist

Allow Redirects, but Neuter Their Tracking Ability
Consider our two redirect scenarios:1) You are redirected through a domain which you already have first party identifiers for2) You are redirected through a domain which you do not have first party identifiers for, butyou acquire them during the redirect
We will focus on the second. As you go from example.com -> bounce.com -> destination.com,we can observe that bounce.com was a redirect (by simply seeing the 3xx response code ordeveloping a more sophisticated 'redirected without user interaction' mechanism that detectsJS/Meta redirects). After we exit bounce.com, we can discard all identifiers we obtained duringthe redirect (by emptying its First Party Isolation jar.)
Pros Seems like it would have a low risk of breakage, in particular - OAuth would still work,no-tracking redirects like misspellings, language, etc would work.
Cons Does not address scenario 1

Double-Keyed Redirect Cookies + 'Domain Promotion'
FPI double-keying cookies for redirect domains. Isolates redirected Cookies from our First Party Cookies
'Domain Promotion':
Promote a redirected double-keyed session to single-keyed session after a redirect chain on user-interaction. For instance, in a redirect chain from foo.com -> tracker.com -> bar.com, thetracker.com cookies will be double keyed foo.com|tracker.com, while the bar.com cookies willbe double keyed foo.com|bar.com. However, after the user begins to interact with bar.com,bar.com is promoted to be the First Party Domain, and Cookies set on the initial redirect need to



be moved under the bar.com key. If redirected back to the originating site (ie blogger.com ->google.com -> blogger.com) cookies become single-keyed again.
Pros Enables website rename redirect and the misspelled scenarios without weird dual-sessions depending on starting domain (http://gogle.com vs https://google.com) Correctly handles redirect chain that ends at the same domain as where it started (as fromhttps://blogger.com -> https://accounts.google.com -> https://blogger.com )Cons Gets weird with OAuth, we probably don't want an OAuth provider to become promotedto a first-party even though the user interacts with it
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